Description
These essays explain why financial crisis breaks out, its social, economic and cultural consequences, and the limitations of policy in the face of economic stagnation induced by financial inflation.

‘Jan Toporowski is the best-kept secret in British economics. His insightful essays combine insight into current market mechanisms and macroeconomic dynamics with a keen appreciation of the historical sources of the ideas being debated in today’s financial pages. This book explains Toporowski’s ground-breaking theory of financial inflation, which is the key to understanding why financial-market forces ultimately exploded. In sum, this book answers questions readers didn’t know they had about the 2007-08 financial crisis and about all the financial crises in the neoliberal era.’ —Gary Dymski, Professor of Economics, University of California, Riverside

The essays in this volume explain the key structural features of financial inflation that give rise to financial crisis. These features include excessive reliance on finance to maintain economic activity through rising asset prices. Reliance on asset inflation induces a preoccupation with property values and a new social divide between the asset-rich and the asset-poor that determines the culture of the welfare state. When debt can no longer be supported by cash flow from asset markets, excess debt plunges economies into economic depression. This collection features the title article ‘Why the World Economy Needs a Financial Crash’, which achieved notoriety when first published in the Financial Times in 1986, and has since proved prophetic of recent events.

Readership: The educated public wishing to understand banking, finance and financial crisis; those in banking and finance who would like to understand the social consequences of their work.
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